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Educators are increasingly interested in engineering education as K-12 engineering standards become more prevalent\textsuperscript{2-3} and as benefits of design experiences for science learning gain recognition.\textsuperscript{4, 5} Collaborative problem solving around engineering design projects are especially important because they represent the ways professional engineers often work.\textsuperscript{6, 7} Drawing on our diverse backgrounds as a highly effective middle-school science teacher, an assistant professor in a teacher preparation program, and a pre-service teacher candidate, we explored the creative collaboration of eighth-graders engaged in engineering design activity. In particular, we were interested in learners’ perceptions of their group’s communication patterns, and their perceptions of their own participation in their group. Our interest grew out of previous findings indicating that students encounter communication challenges related to task, relational, and identity issues when collaborating on engineering design projects.\textsuperscript{8, 9} Even professional designers struggle with these complex issues, frequently encountering misunderstandings, avoidance of conflict, and persuasion to achieve adoption of ideas and actions.\textsuperscript{10} Negotiating these social processes is particularly difficult for young adolescents who are still developing the metacognitive capacities required for such negotiation\textsuperscript{11} and confronting new relational concerns.

As an ill-structured, generative activity, collaborative designing entails multiple forms and sources of uncertainty.\textsuperscript{12-13} Intractable ambiguity associated with creative endeavors, partial knowledge students have about new content, and negotiation of social roles, responsibilities and positions all present communication challenges as students engage in design projects.\textsuperscript{8} Moreover, complications abound because the various contingencies are interdependent (e.g., knowledge of content constrains solution options). Effective engineering design learning depends on structuring a predictable environment in which students feel safe to explore and create within bounded constraints. Incorporating classroom structures to facilitate productive peer-to-peer communication is one part of creating such an environment.

Research in learning and motivation presents multiple perspectives for educators and researchers to draw from as they attempt to understand peer communication and develop strategies to support productive peer communication during design challenges. Boekaerts\textsuperscript{14} self-regulation model describes dual processes by which students simultaneously regulate task goals (e.g., increased competence) and social goals (e.g., help others). Understanding these processes requires taking into account the conditions of the learning environment and students’ perceptions of that environment. Focusing directly on collaborative learning contexts, scholars have begun investigating processes of co-regulation and socially-shared regulation of learning.\textsuperscript{15-17} Barron\textsuperscript{18} found effective coordination of problem solving requires joint management of attention to content and relational. Meta-analysis by Chi and colleagues\textsuperscript{19, 20} suggest that interactive learning environments are beneficial for learning. However, students may need help developing interacting-learning skills to capitalize on such environments.

A few studies have begun investigating these issues specifically in engineering design contexts with middle-grade students. In a study specifically investigating peer interaction during design challenges, Roth\textsuperscript{21, 22} identified ways in which peers influence one another’s design practices during engineering challenges. Author\textsuperscript{8} previously found that effectively managing uncertainty is
facilitated through communicative processes when peers were willing and able to provide support. Kolodner and colleagues developed ritualized activity structures that facilitate peer interaction. The purpose of the present mixed-methods study was to investigate how middle-school students’ respond to communication challenges during a set of design-reflect-design processes associated with collaborative engineering design. Two questions guided analysis:

RQ1: What do learners’ written reflections reveal about their perceptions of their group’s communication patterns, and how do these perceptions shift across the two design challenges?

RQ2: What are learners’ perceptions of the quality of their individual-level interactions, and how do these perceptions shift across the two design challenges?

Method

The context of this mixed-methods study was three eighth-grade science classes in one Title I urban school (88% of students qualified for free or reduced lunch; 14% were classified as English language learners) in the southwestern U.S. The second author was the teacher of all three classes.

Drawing from previous research on peer-to-peer interactions during collaborative work (See, for example, 8, 9, 21, 22, 23), we identified two social issues (negotiating roles and responsibilities, evaluating progress) and two task issues (understanding the task specifications, generating design ideas) that present communication challenges for individuals engaged in collaborative design activity: negotiating roles and responsibilities; evaluating task progress and group interaction; understanding the task; and generating new ideas or solutions. These communication challenges became the basis for reflective survey questions, observers’ notes, and class debriefings.

Taking a design-based approach in this, our second iteration of these processes, the study protocols occurred over three 50-minute class periods on consecutive days in a design-reflect-design process (i.e., Project #1, reflection on communication patterns, Project #2). The first and second authors were both present for all activities. Students were assigned to one of two roles for the entire process: (a) engineering design-team member in three-to-five member teams, or (b) design-team student-observer. On Day 1, the first author (a researcher at a local university) oriented observers to an observation tool designed and field-tested by the authors, while the teacher oriented design-team members to a simple engineering design challenge. This design challenge provided an opportunity for designers and observers to reflect on communication patterns. Following the 18-minute challenge, the observers compared notes while design-team members completed individual written reflections. On Day 2, designers discussed their group patterns in their teams and then in a whole-class discussion. Afterwards, student observers presented whole-class feedback and made suggestions for improving communication. Day 3 followed a protocol similar to Day 1, but with a different 18-minute challenge. Neither roles nor team-members changed across days except when necessary because of absences.

Data collection included video/audio recordings, field notes, design-team members’ responses to five open-ended reflection questions related to group-level communication patterns, and a six-item Heedful Interrelating in Collaborative Experiences Scale (HICES) scored on a seven-point Likert scale. The HICES scale was developed to measure students’ perceptions of the quality of
their own socio-cognitive actions during collaborative academic projects. Three video recorders were strategically placed to capture design-group interactions each day. Both surveys were administered to design-team members immediately following each engineering design challenge.

Data analysis for the present study was limited to examination of learners’ responses to open-ended questions and HICES scale scores for participants from whom surveys were collected on both Day 1 and Day 3 (N=68; 35 female, 33 male; 50 Hispanic, 18 other). Analysis of open-ended questions was iterative and interpretive. We used constant comparative methods, open and axial coding, and iterative cycles of independent memoing/coding. Codes and themes were negotiated among research team members at weekly meetings. We first created an excel document of all survey responses, de-identifying and randomizing them before analysis to reduce potential bias. Open-coding commenced with all authors independently reading vertically across learners’ responses to the five survey questions, noting patterns and making extensive memos. There followed a team meeting to distinguish patterns within and across participants and tentatively identifying initial themes. Subsequent team meetings utilized much discussion and sketching of distinctions and similarities within and between participants.

Multiple iterations of these axial coding processes yielded sub-models of RQ1: learners’ perceptions of their group’s communication patterns. Using these models as the basis for analysis, all responses to the first four survey questions were coded and frequency of codes tallied to further address RQ1. Finally, a t-test was conducted to compare HICES scores for Day 1 and Day 3 in order to address RQ2.

Results

In regards to RQ1, several trends emerged from analysis of the open-ended questions regarding students’ perceptions of their group’s communication patterns during engineering design challenges and changes in those perceptions across the two projects. In turn, we discuss students’ reports of how their group navigated four communication challenges associated with collaborative design activity: negotiating roles and responsibilities, evaluating progress, understanding the task specifications, and generating design ideas.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of responses across the five codes we identified for students’ responses to the question “How did your team negotiate the tasks each person would do?” These codes further clustered into two categories: responses focused on task-related issues and responses focused on interpersonal issues. More specifically, many students focused on roles, whether their group had them and how they emerged, while others focused on the interactional quality of design team communication. Of the group focusing on roles, some reported that their group assigned roles – either through delegation or self-selection (N = 10 on Day 1; N = 15 on Day 3). In contrast, others reported that roles emerging when needed as the task unfolded (N = 12 on Day 1; N = 8 on Day 3). An equal amount of students reported that their group did not assign roles and often remarked that they “just did it” (N = 17 on Day 1 and Day 3). Finally, some students reported on interpersonal issues related to negotiating tasks only, not mentioning their design structure at all and not distinguishing among participants in terms of roles or
responsibilities (N = 19 on Day 1; N = 25 on Day 3). [Note: total Ns do not sum to 68 here or in analyses below because some responses were missing or uninterpretable.]

Figure 1. Students’ Perceptions of How Their Group Negotiated Tasks

In short, the majority of students attended to the extent to which roles and responsibilities were delegated (or not) across both design challenges, although the proportion of students who focused purely on interpersonal issues increased on Day 3. Additionally, fewer students reported that no roles existed in their group on Day 3, which may indicate their growing awareness of how individuals differentiate themselves and their responsibilities during collaborative design.

We interpreted students’ responses to this question as existing on a continuum between exhibiting focus on the built structure as a driver of activity and goals, and a focus on people and their interactions as the driver of activity and goals. We interpreted the assignment of roles at the beginning of the design challenge as a focus on people, perhaps indicating a felt need to organize socio-interactional work, and the emergence of roles as a focus on structure, perhaps indicating that the design goals were paramount for a responder. Thus, across time, students seemed to shift attention to socio-interactional over task issues.

Learners also offered a range of perceptions of how their team evaluated their progress. Figure 2 shows the distribution of responses across the seven codes we identified for students’ responses to this question.

Figure 2. Students’ Self-Reported Perceptions of How Their Group Evaluated Progress
These codes clustered into three categories identified through iterative rounds of interpretive coding. Specifically, students reported that their team primarily evaluated the tangible design structure itself (N=29 on Day 1; N=39 on Day 3), keyed into emotional-relational qualities of interactional evaluations (N = 12 on Day 1; N = 15 on Day 3), or reported that no evaluation took place in their group (N = 4 on Day 1; N = 1 on Day 3). Of students who reported evaluating the design structure, most described using tactics such as keeping track of the time, working in sequential steps, or checking to see how other teams were doing as benchmarks to evaluate their task progress (N = 22 for Day 1; N = 35 for Day 3). These responses varied by the time interval students used to measure progress (ongoing work vs. end product). Sometimes, students’ written language included time indicators such as “every few minutes” and “right away.” They also broke the project into steps or parts (e.g., “we worked on the base and then on the tower”). This set of respondents grounded their design in related examples. Their reflections evidenced that they looked at other teams, referred back to the first challenge, or contemplated real-world structures with which they were familiar such as a pyramid or the Eiffel Tower. Some learners in this set focused only on the end product rather than the benchmarks (N = 7 on Day 1; N = 4 on Day 3). This was exhibited in responses like, “we tried but failed.” Student who focused on emotional-relational issues related to evaluation wrote about their perceptions of evaluating progress by focusing on the relationships they had with their teammates. Some learners noticed how the team evaluated them as individuals (N = 5 on Day 1; N = 6 on Day 3); others focused on their perceptions of how team-members evaluated each other (N = 7 on Day 1; N = 9 on Day 3).

Across the two engineering design challenges, the proportion of responses indicating that students attended to benchmarks of product success increased and the proportion of responses indicating that students only evaluated the end product decreased, as did reports that evaluation did not occur. Note also that students’ misinterpretation of the survey question as asking for their own personal evaluation of ideas, the group, or the product also decreased.

Analysis identified five ways learners communicated to understand the task. Figure 3 shows the distribution of coding for students’ self-report of these five strategies. Participants reported reading the instructions (N=18 on Day 1; N = 36 on Day 3), asking questions (N=23 in Day 1; N = 26 on Day 3), listening (N=2 on Day 1 and Day 3), and observing other teams (N=1 on Day 1 and Day 3). Four students reported not engaging in strategies to understand the task on Day 1, compared to 1 on Day 3. Each of these strategies for understanding the task revealed either an internal or external focus. Learners sometimes wrote about understanding the task as a sequence, first trying to gain clarity within their team, then moving outward beyond the group if they needed more assistance. For example, learners reported reading and re-reading the task instructions either to themselves or aloud to their teammates, or asking questions to their team and then to the teacher. A higher proportion of students reported reading the instructions to understand the task on Day 3 as compared to Day 1; reading and questioning remained the most used strategies.
Learners’ perceptions of how their team generated new ideas/solutions seemed to exist on a continuum from a simple exchange with little discussion of ideas to increasingly complex communication. Figure 4 shows some students reported sharing ideas, but did not elaborate on the quality of that sharing (N = 34 on Day 1; N = 32 on Day 3). At a slightly higher level of sophisticated communication, students reported that they questioned, explained, critiqued, or otherwise evaluated each other’s ideas in order to check or increase their understanding of their classmates solutions (N = 10 on Day 1; N = 16 on Day 3). Finally, in what we interpreted as the highest level of sophistication, some students reported building on each other’s ideas by extending and elaborating on their teammates’ ideas (N = 10 on Day 1; N = 6 on Day 3). A small proportion of students reported that their group did not generate new ideas (N = 6 on Day 1; N = 2 on Day 3).

Another distinction we identified in students’ responses to this question was whether they reported that the processes of deciding on a solution was accomplished by selecting the best alternative (N = 8 on Day 1; N = 8 on Day 3) or through a process of discussing and then combining ideas (N = 5 on Day 1; N = 7 on Day 3). We also noted students’ responses to this open-ended question often indicated why they brainstormed ideas together (i.e., the purpose), citing one of three reasons: (a) to hear everyone’s voice, (b) to create the best product possible, or (c) to respond to a problem, crisis, or malfunction. Learners sometimes added perceptions of when they brainstormed, conveying distinct variations in the perceived tempo at which brainstorming occurred by either using words indicating a time interval (e.g., beginning, middle, end, never) or writing about frequency of brainstorming activity.
In regards to RQ2, students’ responses to the HICES scale indicated that learners’ self-perceived quality of their own interactions with teammates was moderately high (Day 1: M=4.99, sd =1.14; Day 3: M=5.00, sd =1.09). No significant difference was found between the two engineering challenges.

Discussion

Participants in this study revealed a variety of perceptions about how their teams navigated the complex communication challenges associated with collaborative engineering design activities. Teams had differential ways of negotiating tasks, evaluating their progress, understanding the task, and generating design ideas. They also varied in the extent to which they focused on social-interactional issues versus task-related issues. Furthermore, responses to the open-ended survey questions revealed shifts in how students attended to group-level interaction patterns associated with all four communication challenges. Looking across the open-ended questions, it appears that interpersonal issues may have increased as an issue of concern or attention across the two projects as students attended more to socio-interactional issues in their written responses to Project 3. This could be because we were directing their attention to these issues, or it could be because with experience they increasingly recognized the communication challenges associated with collaborative design processes. Furthermore, it appears that students felt that their group took more socially-responsive actions during Project 3; for instance, more learners reported intentionally delegating roles rather than letting roles emerge. There was a corresponding increase in learners’ focus on evaluating their design structure with more intentionality (i.e., using benchmarks) and in using available resources to understand their task (i.e., reading instructions). Fewer respondents reported not engaging in all four communicative activities, which may mean they were more aware of doing so. Thus, it seems that these middle school learners were increasingly able to articulate responsivity to communication challenges related to task and social-interactional issues. We interpreted the shifts across the two design projects as indicating that these middle school learners may have grown in their metacognitive awareness of their groups’ communication patterns across the engineering design-reflect-design procedures. These metacommunicative shifts may be reflective of actual group process changes; however, analysis of observational data is necessary to confirm this hypothesis.

There was little shift in students’ reports of brainstorming activity across the two projects. Although more responses were coded as discussing ideas during Project 3, fewer responses were coded as extending ideas, and similar proportions of learners reported simply sharing ideas as in Project 1. This may be of concern as building on newly generated ideas is a central activity in engineering design and a key benefit of collaboration. Furthermore, despite changes in students’ reported perceptions of group-level interactional patterns, their responses to the HICES items did not reveal a corresponding change in their perceptions of the quality of their individual-level interactions. Although the mean score of 4.99 from Day 1 indicates a fairly high self-perception, the seven-point scale indicates that most students felt that they had room for improvement. Yet, the mean of 5.00 from Day 3 indicates that they did not feel they had made such improvement. That analysis revealed changes in how students perceived their group but not how they saw themselves may be an artifact of the different methods we used to probe these perceptions. However, it may also indicate that metacognitive awareness of group-level interaction is easier for middle school students to develop than metacognitive awareness of their own individual
actions. If so, facilitators may need to capitalize on learners’ group-level assessment while providing increased support for reflection on self as collaborator.

**Implications**

The findings of this study are significant in that understanding student perceptions of their communication patterns may help educators and learning scientists design strategies to improve peer-to-peer communication and enhance design learning in engineering and science learning contexts. Productive collaboration does not just happen, and efforts to help students learn from group work do not always yield hoped-for results. Middle-school students need a great deal of scaffolding and practice developing their collaboration skills since perspective taking and understanding diversity are not innate capabilities. Effective collaborative communication in engineering design is a skill set that needs to be modeled, taught, and practiced over time. The variation in students’ reported perceptions of how their team navigated communication challenges suggests that learners may benefit from scaffolding of social-interactional issues associated with collaborative design. Support may come, for instance, in facilitators explicitly inviting teams to structure their collaborative interaction and use the structure for each iteration of problem solving (e.g., one student at a time shares his/her ideas without feedback or interruptions). Facilitators may need to model processes for enhancing collaborative brainstorming by probing for understanding and elaborating on team members’ ideas or by eliciting responses about one’s own ideas.

The study also has implications for helping students navigate particular communication challenges. For instance, when students reported on how their team negotiated tasks, some focused on the task at hand, while others focused on the interpersonal aspect of their experience. Facilitators should recognize these two dichotomous perspectives are at play, validate both as being important (rather than favoring one over the other), and encourage discussion to increase social metacognition and students’ ability to effectively communicate their preferences, strengths, and needs. Those students who are more concerned with the task could be given roles such as timekeeper, spec checker, or internal evaluator. Others who are interested in the interpersonal aspects could take on roles of communication facilitator, team celebration captain, or mediator. Inviting students to metacognitively assess their own viewpoints then selecting roles to enhance that may be one way to increase overt participation in an engineering design challenge setting. To further scaffold, facilitators might provide design-teams with a list of proposed roles to choose from. However, in design settings, it may be important for students to self-select the roles they take on during an open-ended design challenge.

Future analysis will compare students’ perceptions with student-observers’ and researcher/teachers’ perceptions based on recorded data and transcripts of design-team interaction. It will also compare these perceptions with project outcomes. Furthermore, a third design iteration is planned using revised protocols and instruments based on the results of this study. For instance, for the question about how groups’ evaluated their progress, a total of 20 responses could not be coded or were missing a response altogether, and an additional 16 responders reported their own evaluation of ideas, the group, or their product, rather than describing group processes for evaluation. This suggests that improvements are needed in study instruments.
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